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Expire slaves based on user numbers andor activity
Posted by TonyGee - 2012/02/27 09:48
_____________________________________

Hi Edwin, 

Can you confirm if it is possible to expand the Slave Expire feature to automatically expire slave sites
based on the total number of registered users over a period of time and/or the total number of days since
the last login? 

For example a slave site will automatically expire if the total number of registered users is less than 5
within a 60 days period. 

OR 

A slave site will automatically expire if the last login activity for any user was greater than 90 days.  

The admin user should receive a couple email warnings before the expiration and it would be good if we
could also view pending expirations and manually take action (to expire or extend the site) if necessary. 

Thanks and regards, 

Tony

============================================================================

Re: Expire slaves based on user numbers andor activity
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/02/28 10:47
_____________________________________

You can NOT restrict the front-end on the number of registered users over a period of time. 
What you can do is restrict the number of a slave sites is created for a give joomla user. 
Concerning the number of days, it is related to the website created and not on the number of website
that a user create during a period of time. 

This is the live duration of the slave site created in case where it is not renewed. 

The expiration date is NOT relate to the users login activity. 
You can have slave site that are still alive event if the user that created the slave site is no more active. 

If you share the users between the website, in this case, the fact that a user is disabled, can affect all the
websites. 

There is no email sent before that the website expire. 
There is no cron application developed yet to allow monitoring the website that will be expired soon. This
is a request from some customers.
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